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Abstract: We have measured the primary cosmic ray spectra of various nuclear groups by analyzing
the relationship between muon multiplicity distribution and air shower size, and we have also estimated
their mean mass as a function of primary energy. The shower data were obtained from the two years of
observations with the GRAPES-3 air shower experiment, which has a high-density air shower array of
plastic scintillation detectors and a large area muon detectors located at Ooty in southern India. We will
present brief descriptions about our experiment, data analysis and discuss the implications of the results.

Introduction

Power index of primary cosmic ray (PCR) energy
spectrum changes from∼ −2.7 to ∼ −3.1 at
around1015 ∼ 1016 eV and it is calledknee. Some
models ofknee expect change of PCR composition
through this energy range. It is hoped to provide
information on the origin of PCR.

Here we report GRAPES-3 observations of muon
multiplicity distribution (MMD) which is used to
obtain the nuclear composition and energy spec-
trum of PCR.

Experiment

GRAPES-3 (Gamma Ray Astronomy at PeV En-
ergyS 3rd establishment) Experiment is located at
Ooty in India at an altitude of 2,200 m above sea
level. Figure 1 shows GRAPES-3 air shower array.

Shower detector array consists of nearly 300 plas-
tic scintillation detectors (SDs), each contains 1 m2

area, with 8 m separations as shown in figure 1.

Signal for each SD is taken to ADC and TDC.
Shower triggering requires more than 10 SDs fir-
ing. [1]

There are large area muon track detectors (total
560 m2) to observe muons accompanying with
EAS. Each detector consists of 6 m long propor-
tional counters with cross section of 10 cm×
10 cm. 58 counters are placed side by side on
a concrete platform. Four layers of counters are
arranged in crossed configuration to identify the
track of individual muon and covered with 2 m
thick concrete slab. Threshold energy of vertical
through muons is about 1 GeV. The anode signal
from each counter is shaped to an exponential form
and discriminated at∼ 0.2 mip. Width and timing
of the pulse are recorded for each counter. [2]

Simulation

CORSIKA[3] EAS Monte Carlo code is used
for interpretation of observations. To evalu-
ate influence of hadronic interaction models on
this analysis, MCs with SIBYLL 2.1[4] (COR-
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Figure 1: GRAPES-3 EAS Array. Shower detec-
tors and Muon detectors are plotted withN and�.
Shower selections for core location are also shown.

SIKA v6.50), QGSJET-II[5] (CORSIKA v6.50)
and QGSJET01[6] (CORSIKA 6.02) are per-
formed for various primary nuclear groups namely
H, He, N, Al and Fe.

Shower Reconstruction

EAS’s data have been analyzed for two years, 2000
and 2001. Each shower size is estimated from their
lateral distribution of charged particles with fitting
NKG function to them.

The followings are free parameters and esti-
mated by NKG fitting using Maximum Likelihood
Method with MINUIT[7].

• Shower Core LocationRcore = (X, Y )

• Shower SizeNe

• Lateral Ages

The detected number of muon is decided for each
muon detector. In order to reject the accidental
muons, pulse timings of proportional counters are
considered and the number of tracks are counted to
have the same direction to the shower. Sample of
muon tracks is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Detected muon tracks accompanied with
EAS.

Muon Multiplicity Distribution

MMD analysis has been done for showers that sat-
isfy the following conditions. Zenith angle of the
air shower should be less than 25◦. Core location
should be inside areas as shown in figure 1(a) for
Ne ≥ 105.2 and (b) forNe < 105.2 to limit dis-
tance between shower core and muon detectors.
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Figure 3: Observed and simulated (SIBYLL 2.1)
distribution of multiple muons in two size region.
(a)104.2 ≤ Ne < 104.4, (b)105.0 ≤ Ne < 105.2
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Selected showers are classified withNe in inter-
vals of 0.2 oflog

10
(Ne). MCs are also selected

and classified with the same conditions. Figure 3
shows MMDs of two size ranges. MMDs of MC
are fitted to observations using MINUIT to esti-
mate abundance of each nuclear group in each size
bin. Here, abundance ratio of Al to Fe is fixed to
0.8 based on direct measurements. Estimated val-
ues are shown in figure 4 as a function of shower
size. SIBYLL 2.1 and QGSJET-II have almost

Figure 4: Relative abundances simulated using
SIBYLL 2.1(�), QGSJET01(N) and QGSJET-
II(�).

same results, though there are visible differences
from QGSJET01.

Size spectrum initiated from each nuclear group
is estimated with total size spectrum and relative
abundance obtained from MMD fitting. Relations
between shower size and primary energy are cal-
culated on MC for each mass groups.

Mean Mass Number

Mean mass number〈ln A〉 = Σ(lnA)/N of cos-
mic ray will be derived from energy spectra. Es-
timated 〈ln A〉 = Σ(lnA)/N from GRAPES-3
experiment using SIBYLL 2.1, QGSJET01 and
QGSJET-II models is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Mean Mass Number〈ln A〉 as a func-
tion of energy of PCR using SIBYLL 2.1(�),
QGSJET01(N) and QGSJET-II(�).

〈ln A〉 with SIBYLL 2.1 is 0.1 ∼ 0.2 larger than
QGSJET-II. However, this difference is so small
and won’t have much influence on study of com-
position.

Summary

About 560 day data of GRAPES-3 in 2000 and
2001 are analyzed. With observed muons accom-
panying with showers, Relative abundances of size
spectrum are estimated for each mass groupsH, He,
N and Al+Fe with MMD fitting.

It was performed using these hadronic interaction
models, SIBYLL 2.1, QGSJET01 and QGSJET-II.
New model, namely QGSJET-II, and SIBYLL 2.1
have most of the same results on this analysis.
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